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April Meeting

Sunday, April 21, 2012 at 1:00 PM EDT
Paper session starting at 10:00 AM EDT

The April meeting is at the Mining and Minerals 
Resources Building on the University of Kentucky 
Campus in Lexington. Because this is a Sunday, the 
building is locked. Someone will be at the door until 
the meeting starts at 1:00 PM. If no one is there, 
please knock. If all else fails call Jim Currens at 
859-533-6000 (cell phone).

Directions to the meeting are posted on the KSS 
website at http://ksscaves.org//.

Parking is available in the library parking lot behind 
the Mining and Minerals building. Be sure to park 
in the left lot as you are facing the library and obey 
parking signs.

Sawtooth Drapery in Hines Cave

Photo by Bill Walden
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Twin soda straws in Hines Cave
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Buddy's Cave 
Matt McClintock

The cave is located on a bluff overlooking Floyd's 
Fork creek in Bullitt County, Kentucky. 

The cave is a dry, upper level cave with 10' entrance 
passage sloping slightly upwards to a 'T' junction. 
The passage to the right ends in a pinch with silt 
floor at about 20'. The passage to the left has a 
slight upward slope with a 10' crawl into a slightly 
larger crawl that continues to the right ending at a 
breakdown. 
The cave surveyed out at 78.9 feet.

Cave Creek Cave
October 24th 2012

Steve Gentry

Objectives: 
1. Finalize gate measurements.
2. Finish cross sections in cave.
3. Find and survey possible passage connection 

between survey points ZJ-2 and ZL-2.
4. More  photographic  documentarian  of  the 

cave.

Team Members:
Steve Gentry
Missy Shields
Jim Greer
J. Pat Stephens
Chris Bell

     Today was hopefully our last day of survey work 
in Cave Creek. The plan was to meet the objectives 
and  have  a  short  day  in  the  cave.  J.  Pat  set  him 
drafting table up on the3 large rock just inside the 
entrance. He began setting up the plumb bob and all 
the measuring tools to get the final measurements. 
Once set up he started measuring and drawing in his 
sketch.  The  rest  of  the  team took  off  to  find  the 
possible connection.

     We made our way to the room that according to 
the plot  pointed the way to a  possible  connection 
with another passage. While Missy and I looked for 

the point in the room Jim went to the other passage 
that was shown on the plot of a nearly connecting. 
Jim shouted and his voice came from behind a wall 
not the small lead that I thought it would be coming 
from. I pushed a few hand full if dirt out of the way 
and saw Jim. Jim went to the passage starting point 
and we shot a survey shot into the room. We then 
need to  make a  tie  in  shot  to  the point  in  to  the 
room. We were unable to locate the ending point so 
we back up to the next known point and shot from 
there. We then shot from there to the point we set in 
the room from the passage. All in all the connection 
was made and we gained about  3  feet  of  survey. 
While we were surveying the connection Chris was 
checking a very tight lead just outside of the room. 
Chris  reported  that  it  went  maybe  10  to  15  feet 
before coming too small.

     Connection made and surveyed, J. Pat hard at 
work the team divided up. Jim, Missy, Chris went to 
take pictures. I went to the places I wanted to draw 
cross sections. I filled in some detail on the sketches 
and  drew  several  cross-sections.  The  photo  team 
took various shots around the cave. J. Pat finished 
his task. In all we finished what we had come to do 
and in a short day of caving.  Now it’s time to draft 
the map and for J. Pat the draft the gate plans. 
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Root Cellar Cave

This cave was discovered on a ridge-walking trip 
while talking with a landowner about another cave on 
his property.  The landowner took us over to this 
cave, which is located near the ruins of an old cabin 
in a wooded portion of the property.  According to the 
landowner, the cave was once used by the people 
living in the cabin as a root cellar for storing their 
vegetables.  We briefly looked into the cave, and then 
returned a few weeks later to survey it.  

The cave is located in a shallow sinkhole in the 
woods near the edge of a farm field.  It appears to be 
formed in the lower portion of the Hardinsburg 
sandstone, but the cave extends down into the Haney 
limestone at the back.  The low, stooping entrance 
quickly opens up into a nice-sized room that slopes 
down to the back wall.  In an alcove to the right, the 
passage pinches down to a small joint that is 

impassable.  There are some remnants of old barrels 
and bins here that were probably once used for food 
storage.

To the left at the back of the room is a passage that 
crosses over a small pit.  This passage continues for a 
short distance over some alternating mounds of fill, 
but is only passable for small cavers and may 
terminate in a couple of body lengths.  The pit drops 
about 8 feet into a narrow, 11' tall canyon.  This 
canyon becomes small after a short distance, but may 
be pushed farther by thin and highly motivated 
cavers.  At the end of this canyon, there were some 
signatures on the wall, Kevin and Dea?  The second 
name was only partially legible, but the landowner 
confirmed that those were the names of his sons, 
Kevin and Dean, who used to play in the cave when 
they were kids.
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R e v i s i t i n g  H o g g  a n d  H i n e s  C a v e s
By Bill Walden

From Ancient Life in Kentucky by Webb and 
Funkhouser (1928):

"Hines Cave, about six miles from Monticello  
(Kentucky), yielded the most (artifact) remains  
of any in Kentucky. The cave is spacious and  
well drained. The entrance is protected from  
wind,  rain and snow by high cliffs,  yet  well  
lighted for some distance. The bottom is level  
and dry and this must have been a desirable  
shelter to the people who occupied it.  There  
were  remains  from  many  fires  and  in  the  
graves were many artifacts, awls, needles and 
skinning knives; in the ash beds were bones of  
many  animals.  In  one  grave  was  found  the  
skeleton of a young woman with a round piece  
of shining mica of the type that comes from 
North
Carolina.  Many  skeletons  were  found  and  
many  more  artifacts,  stone  hoes,  flint  
arrowheads,  pipes,  pottery,  and  textiles.  
Animal  bones  were  those  of  a  wolf,  bear,  
rabbit, turkey, quail, turtle shells, and mussel  
shells. "   

Native Americans used Hines cave for at least 20,000 
years.  Unfortunately  the  cave  has  been  the  site  of 
massive grave robbing and looting. The current owner 
Nick Cooley bulldozed the entrance shut several years 
ago to keep people out. Within the last two years Mr. 
Cooley has  reopened the entrance and I  decided to 
survey or rather resurvey both Hogg Cave and Hines 
Cave with permission from Mr. Nick Cooley.

Hogg  cave  originally  had  a  low  entrance,  which 
required a hands and knees crawl and then a stoop 
walk. Once inside there is a hands and knees crawl to 
the left and a long 8” high belly crawl to the right. Mr. 
Cooley  has  since  opened  the  entrance  with  a 
bulldozer  and  backhoe  such  that  the  entrance  is  a 
huge walk in passage. The hands and knees crawl to 
the  left  and  the  belly  crawl  to  the  right  remain. 
Multiple bones and artifacts are found in this cave.

Hines Cave was once mined for saltpeter during the 
Civil War and the only evidence left from that era are 

two rock bases for either saltpeter vats or water tanks 
that  are  on  the  top  of  a  talus  hill  beneath  a  karst 
window  in  the  ceiling.  Unfortunately  this  cave 
continues to be a site of looting and vandalism. 

Like  Hogg  Cave  Mr.  Cooley  has  reopened  Hines 
Cave with bulldozer and backhoe work going back to 
the talus hill.

With the cave reopened I decided to survey the cave. 
Assisting in the survey were William (Duke) Hopper, 
Charles  Gibbs,  Harry  Goepel,  and  Rick  Gordon. 
Other  cavers  assisting  are  Greg  and  Pat  Erisman, 
Brenda Mitchel, Katie Walden Schmid, Aron Schmid, 
and  Dr.  George  Crothers  (Dr.  Crothers  is  the 
Kentucky  State  Archeologist  and  director  of  the 
Kentucky Archeology Museum). We had more time to 
survey than did Angelo George and the survey was 
done in three separate trips. Our survey yielded 986.6 
feet compared to Angelo George's survey that yielded 
786 feet. The surprise here is the almost exactly 200-
foot difference!

Where our survey ended was a carbide station labeled 
C58, then C57 going down in number - possibly from 
another entrance? 

After  the  survey  was  completed  we  returned  to 
attempt to push the cave even further. Pat and Greg 
Erisman brought their micro blasting supplies in and 
enlarged the passage somewhat where our survey left 
off.  It  unfortunately  was not  enough.  Harry  reports 
that  one  can  see  the  passage  continue  and  that  it 
appears to get bigger. I thought that Aron could get 
through since he is so skinny but he could not. At the 
end  of  the  survey  are  several  M5  or  M25  clear 
flashbulbs and an old fashion metal flashlight. I asked 
Angelo  if  his  survey  had  a  C58.  He  couldn't 
remember but he did remember that they went to the 
back of the cave and surveyed out. Angelo's map does 
not depict this section of the cave so the C58 station 
remains a mystery. We need to return to the end of the 
survey with a hammer drill, chisel and sledgehammer. 

Monday,  March  11,  2013  Dr.  George  Crothers 
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returned with 3 graduate students (not his) to do some 
investigative  archaeological  work  in  Hines  Cave. 
They worked between the entrance and the talus hill 
where Mr. Cooley had made a nice bulldozer cut. The 
students  shaved bulldozed sediment  wall  to  form a 
nice  smooth  vertical  wall.  With  the  wall  carefully 
smoothed,  one  can  clearly  see  the  sediment  layers, 
which  include  layers  of  ash  and  charcoal.  George 
suspects the ash layers are from old forest  or grass 
fires outside the cave and that the ash got washed into 
the cave.  The students also located multiple artifact 
locations  along  the  bulldozed  wall.  They  did  not 
bother  to  smooth  the  top  layer,  which  had  been 
disturbed by pothole diggers. One human burial site 
was accidentally opened then reburied.
The students did take samples of charcoal from the 

smoothed vertical. From these they hope to get some 
good radio carbon dating.  George promised to send 
me their report when it is completed.

There is some confusion, as to which cave is which. 
Both Mr. Cooley and the man who lives across the 
street say that we have the names reversed from what 
Angelo  George's  map  indicates.  Older  information 
from the 1920s agrees  with  Angelo's  maps.  An old 
topo map shows a Hogg Cave roughly 3 miles west. 
Is that another Hogg Cave or misnamed?

For the moment we are sticking with the order of the 
names given on Angelo's maps.

Overlay map

The Compass generated computer map above is overlaid on a Google Earth aerial view of the Touristville area of Wayne 
County. Hogg Cave is on top and Hines Cave below. The registration is slightly off.  (Less than 20 feet.)

Please note that these caves are on private property and that collecting ancient artifacts is illegal in Kentucky 
without a permit.  Should you go to these caves, please obtain permission from the owner and respect artifacts 
and cave formations.
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Hines Cave entrance

Hogg Cave Entrance

Students mapping the shaved wall and measuring the dip of 
the sediment. The dip was about 0.5° into the cave, which 
was a surprise. We all expected the dip to be toward the 
entrance since the entrance is closest to the Cumberland 

River.

Shaving the bulldozed sediment wall. It was “roughed in” 
with shovels and then carefully smoothed with hand trowels 

until the students had a nice flat surface.

The finished shaved wall

Dr.  George  Crothers  has  promised  to  send  me  the 
final report on this study. I expect it will take weeks 
to months for students to complete and have their 

report  approved.  Once  I  receive  the  report,  I  will 
forward it to the KSS library. – Bill Walden
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D i c k ' s  T o b a c c o  B a r n  C a v e

Dick's Tobacco Barn Cave is really more of a natural 
bridge than a cave.  Located at the end of a finger of a 
ridge, the cave extends from one side of the ridge to 
the other.  Developed in the Tradewater and Casey-
ville Formation, this sandstone cave is massive in size 
and has some very scenic entrances.  The main 
entrance is a massive triangular opening in a sand-
stone cliff, measuring approximately 55 feet across at 
the base and rising 32 feet tall at its highest point.  
One can easily walk around most of the front half of 
the cave using only the daylight from this entrance.  

Proceeding into the cave, the first thing one notices is 
the heavily scalloped and pocketed ceiling and walls.  
This is particularly noticeable off to the left where the 
cave ceiling lowers to a crawlway in a small alcove.  
A hole in the ceiling at this point allows the caver to 
climb up about eight feet to an upper level that over-
looks the main room from a high ledge.  Just past this 
alcove along the left wall is a small natural bridge 
extending out from the wall.  This bridge measures 
about two feet in diameter and about six feet from one 
side to the other.  This bridge is located about halfway 

through the cave.  Opposite this bridge near the right 
wall is a hole in the ceiling that can be climbed up 
into.  Above this hole is a small passage segment that 
leads to another hole in the ceiling of the main room.  
During the winter, a large number of black crickets 
can be found hibernating on the ceiling of this 
passage.

Continuing through the main passage, which averages 
about 15 feet in height, one encounters the back 
entrance after turning a corner in the room.  This 
entrance, while not nearly as big as the main entrance, 
is every bit as impressive.  This entrance is a triple 
natural bridge with three openings stacked on top of 
one another.  Total height to the top of the highest 
opening is approximately 19 feet.  The opening 
measures about 16 feet wide at the base. While were 
surveying, we met several visitors to the cave, as it is 
in close proximity to a local tourist attraction.  
Despite what is probably fairly heavy visitation 
during the tourist season, the cave is remarkably free 
of vandalism or trash.    This is in large part due to a 
landowner who takes an active role in helping to keep 
the cave clean.   –  See map on Page 10

S h o r t  R e p o r t s

WKSS County Coordinator Report
 
The significant archaeology cave, Savage Cave, in 
south Logan Co., is still in the process of being 
transferred from Murray State University to Logan 
County. I talked with a board member who said the 
transfer is still not 100%. Once transferred, hopefully, 
a heavy steel gate can be erected across the 110 ft. 
“whale mouth” entrance to deter vandals and protect 
the cave. Where the estimated $40,000 for the gate 
will come from is another story. In the meantime the 
old chain link fence across the entrance has a large 
hole cut in it said a neighbor who lives close to the 
entrance. If only all caves could be protected.
 
Preston Forsythe

White Nose Syndrome

As white nose syndrome continues to spread 
throughout Kentucky, I urge all cavers and cave 
visitors to practice “clean caving” even though the 
primary vector spreading WNS appears to be the bats 
themselves. There is still a lot that is not know about 
this horrible disease and I believe it is in our best 
interest to follow decontamination procedures. 

Here in Wayne County, KY four caves are now 
confirmed to have WNS. One of those caves has not 
been visited by cavers since before the discovery of 
WNS in the United States. A second cave is 
monitored with cameras and has no trespassing signs 
at the cave entrance and on the property.

Bill Walden
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Draft Agenda

 Kentucky Speleological Survey Fall Meeting

April 21, 2013 @ 1:00 PM at the Kentucky 
Geological Survey in Lexington, KY

 

1000 – Caving on Paper session

We will focus upon preparing a subset 
of our data for upload to a database

 

1200 – Lunch

 

Business Meeting

 

1300 – Welcome and call to order
Lee Florea

Approval of Minutes form January 
Meeting Jim Greer

 

Report from Treasurer
Kim Gentry

 

1310 – Committee Reports

 

Data Access
Jim Currens

 

Data Administration
Howard Kalnitz

 

Newsletter
Bill Walden

 

1330 – Old Business

 

 

1400 – New Business

 

1. Web-based database design 
and implementation

1500 – Setting time and date of next meeting 
and adjournment
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